The brilliant display pieces with which we are concerned here eloquently summarize the major contributions that made Sevres porcelain artistically pre-eminent during the third quarter of the eighteenth century. Essentially these contributions were expressed in the imaginative variety of original shapes and in the predilection for colored grounds with miniatures in medallions, or cartels, reserved in white. The shift away from the decorated white backgrounds of earlier French porcelain was a conscious bid to check the heavy influx of German porcelain that had made enormous inroads into the French market and throughout Europe. 
placed in charge of patterns, a post which he held until succeeded by the sculptor Boizot in I 774. Another gifted sculptor associated with the establishment was Falconet, who for nine years was director of sculpture. Thus it may fairly be claimed that Sevres porcelain represents, in a very real sense, an entente of genius.
With such an auspicious staff, ably abetted by innovations, it is not surprising that production boomed. And sales were stimulated by holding annual Christmas exhibitions at Versailles, where the King and Queen set the example by placing generous orders. As time went on, Sevres became an increasingly popular medium for royal and ambassadorial gifts. A number of the pieces in the Kress Collection are of this caliber. In 1756 the manufactory removed to Sevres, the community which ever since has had its name memorialized in porcelain. Three years later, Louis XV became sole proprietor, a distinction proudly maintained by his successor, who in the relative poverty of his desperate last years refused an offer to sell the factory, saying: "Je garde la Manufacture de Sevres a mes frais." This noble porcelain was totally distinct from its German rival, Meissen, in a very fundamental way: it was constituted of quite different ingredients. Technically, it is called "soft-paste" porcelain, in contradistinction to the German "hard-paste." The difference is one that affects its aesthetic qualities. Sevres has a marvelous ability to absorb enamel colors into its glaze. Thus the decoration becomes one with the surface upon which it is painted, unlike the hardpaste types, in which the enamel brush strokes stand upon the surface of the glaze in floating islands of pigment. Painting on Sevres has the limpid depth and sparkle of a translucent gem.
Sevres is exceptional among eighteenth century porcelains in that it is inscribed not only with crossed "L"s to identify the royal factory, but also with supplementary marks, sporadi- Was this the Kress vaisseau, or the one now in the Royal Collection-or still another? We know from dated factory records that it was not unusual for an object to be sold during the year following that indicated by its datemark. We may be certain of one thing: that at the extraordinary price of I200 livres this imposing nef brought great eclat to the collection of its original owner, as it does to ours.
A gondola-shaped pot-pourri vessel fitted with a cover and stand ( Figure I4) A turquoise-blue vase a culots dated 177I (Figure 24) Outstandingly successful in its balance of pictorial and decorative interest is a jardiniere (Figure 27) with the lingering serpentine lines of a Louis XV commode. The bustling figures on the wharf are perfectly scaled and adjusted to the proportions of the whole.
Upon the shoulder of a vase bearing bisque portrait reliefs of Louis XVI and his queen (Figure 28) , gilded infants kneel to adjust great swags of laurel that drape majestically from the oval portraits. The laurel appears again in relief upon the "jeweled" cover and in the gilding on the spreading foot. The courtly effect of such sumptuous detail in blue and gold and white is subdued by the sunlit dock scene-a glimpse through an oval "window" into another world.
The composition on the opposite side-of rushes, an oar, a spyglass, and other nautical attributes-is equally refreshing. Surely this is by Petit, whose related work, fortunately signed, may be observed on the plinth of Falconet's Baigneuse in the Wallace Collection. A branch of dark red coral, sometimes in association with a conch shell overflowing with water, is virtually his "signature." Petit's collaboration with Morin is documented in a fully marked vase a culots in the Red Drawing Room at Waddesdon.
The relationships among the decorative porcelains of the Kress and of other great collections serve to remind us that the unwritten history of Sevres is preserved in piecemeal fashion whereever examples of the ware survive. To fit each part of the picture into the whole, however, we need to identify the "handwriting" of key individuals who, although masters in their own right, collaborated in a total production amazing for its harmony and consistency. 
